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Okay, I think we have everything in place and are ready to start ... everyone welcome Amber!  

 

Comment:  
Hi Amber. And Happy Birthday to Dr. Rich.  

 

Amber@WCV:  
Hi everyone!  

 

Comment:  
Howdy Amber, welcome to CN/EN  

 

Comment:  
Hi Amber. Thanks for being here!  

 

Comment:  
Hi Amber. Glad to see you!  

 

Comment:  
Hi, Amber! Welcome to the Critter Cam.♥♥♥  

 

Comment:  
Hi Amber. Welcome  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Amber, your job is very multi-facted -- maybe you can start out by telling everyone what you do 

here.  

 

Comment:  
Hi Amber Welcome  

 

Amber@WCV:  
 

In a nutshell... oversight of animal care program, caring for “red staff” animals such as adult 

mammals, high risk rabies vector species. Teaching rehab extern students and vet extern 

students techniques in wildlife care. Making sure we have enough supplies to care for 

animals properly  
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Comment:  
How did u went to the wildlife careen while growing up?? u r lucky  

 

Comment:  
Hi, Amber How did you get in to the field of wildlife rehab?  

 

Amber@WCV:  
Well, I started volunteering at the Wildlife center in Minnesota when i was in high school. In 

college i became an intern, eventually a seasonal employee and then i went looking for 

full time opportunities  

 

Comment:  
Could you elaborate on "red staff" animals?  

 

Amber@WCV:  
Red staff animals are the animals that only staff members are allowed to have contact with, 

maybe because they are highly dangerous or possibly very sick like a fox that is a rabies 

suspect  

 

Comment:  
Hi Amber, what is your Avatar animal?  

 

 
 

Comment:  
Good afternoon Amber. What is your avitar?  

 

Comment:  
awwww  

 

 

 

http://www.coveritlive.com/
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Amber@WCV:  
One of our juvenile chimney swifts that we cared for. Most of our chimney swifts this year were 

transferred to an expert on chimney swifts. 

I love chimney swifts because as a family they can eat tens of thousands of insects daily! Also, 

they don’t perch like normal birds, they must “perch” on a vertical surface. I also think its 

very impressive the migration they undertake every year. Numbers are declining largely 

due to less nesting spots...please don't cap your chimneys if you can avoid it  

 

Comment:  
That is just too sweet! Thank you! Now I have to go back to work, darn! Have a great day and 

thank you for sharing some of your time with us.  

 

Comment:  
For Amber if relevant: Does the bobcat get any physical rehab or does the cat not need it? How 

can one prove if a bobcat's leg is healthy? (I'd imagine feeding it would be like feeding 

the bear -- slide the food under the door!)  

 

Amber@WCV:  
With a species like that its generally more of a hands off approach. I can tell you that he’s in a 

long flight pen and he can run and climb like there was no injury to begin with! We do go 

in with him (he stays as far away as possible) so that we can deliver food and his live 

prey school. If it were a large adult bobcat that would be more of a bear pen approach for 

sure!  

 

Comment:  
Hi Amber! Thank you for the care you give these injured animals. QUESTION: Have you ever 

been so intimidated by an animal that you dreaded going into their enclosure? And is 

there a certain body language you use when you are near an animal you are 

rehabilitating?  

 

Amber@WCV:  
Yes, sometimes the first encounter with a new species can be a little intimidating especially if 

you’re not familiar with their natural history. But the bottom line is that you are 

responsible for their care, so you have to find a way to work around it. You just have to 

be confident, as well as move slowly and deliberately while in an enclosure. Also doing 

some research to find out if this is a species that will vomit when confronted, or maybe 

mock charge, etc. so that you have a better idea of what to expect. If it’s a particularly 

feisty animal we can use the buddy system for safety. 

Jaz is a good example…if students aren’t confident with entering her cage she tends to not like 

them. 

 

Comment:  
Amber: I loved your YIR about the GHO's We all loved seeing the little owls interact with Papa 

G'HO but always rooted for 0317, because I think she was the first to go in With Papa 

G'HO. Have there been any other animals that you have bonded with since then? Also, 

what was your most difficult event as a Rehabber? [I'll bet you LOVE it!]  
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Amber@WCV:  
Well, I try not to "bond" too closely with patient animals. For the most part they don't like people 

around! I do really love baby bird season....there is something so cute about baby blue jay 

vocalizations!  

 

Amber@WCV:  
A difficult event...anytime an animal unexpectedly dies that can be really hard  

 

Comment:  
AMBER ??? - Loved your blog story about the owl. Do you have a special spot in your heart for 

owls now? The little fur ball in the pen now is adorable. Thank you.  

 

Amber@WCV:  
I do like owls a lot, I love how they always seem to be "crabby"  

 

Comment:  
What is your favorite edu, domestic and wild animal.  

 

Amber@WCV:  
well, education animals i have 3 special favorites: Jazz, Buttercup, and Chayton but i have to say 

I really like all of them. Favorite domestic i guess i love domestic rabbits and wild...well i 

can find something great about every species so i'm not sure i can answer that!  

 

Comment:  
Do you have a favorite memory of a patient you've rehabbed?  

 

Amber@WCV:  
One very memorable patient was an adult tree swallow with a wing injury we had to tube feed 

every 30 min while in captivity b/c they don’t eat out of bowls. Eventually got released! 

12-0577. It was a lot of work but it was worth it. 

 

I also really like getting bats as patients  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And hopefully everyone has read Amber's memory of the Great Horned Owl chick from this 

summer too! http://wildlifecenter.org/blog/2012-year-review-amber-dedrick-wildlife-

rehabilitator  

 

Comment:  
What is the most challenging patient you have worked with?  

 

Amber@WCV:  
Our bobcat was a bit challenging, trying to care for a very angry cat when he had to be kept in a 

small space for his leg. Another very challenging species to work with are killdeer  
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Comment:  
Amber, what did you study in college?  

 

Amber@WCV:  
My major was fisheries, wildlife, and conservation biology. I had a lot of fun with that major!  

 

Comment:  
Hi Amber - What is one of your least favorite duties at the Center?  

 

Amber@WCV:  
I tend to be more of a “bird” person and though I like our mammal patients I have to say they 

STINK so much! Picking up poop or cleaning cages is no fun for anyone but man an 

opossum or a fox can really smell. Also bear pen cleaning isn't the most fun task, but it 

all has to be done!  

 

Comment:  
Hi Amber - can you give us an idea what your day is like?  

 

Amber@WCV:  
During the "slow" time of the year we spend the morning making and delivering meals, taking 

care of overwintering turtles, pick up and exercise for raptors. During the afternoon we 

do some different tasks such as cleaning cages, feeding raptors, creating enrichment for 

animals, as well as paperwork. During the busy season we spend a LOT of time feeding 

baby animals while doing all of the other tasks  

 

Comment:  
Hi this question is for Amber, first of all thanks for spending time with us Amber, it's always 

wonderful to hear from an amazing member of staff. I was wondering what is the most 

frustrating part of your job, and can you give us a case example of this?  

 

Amber@WCV:  
keeping the mouse freezer stocked is hard. You have to set up pick ups way in advance and 

sometimes you drive far away to get a small amount of mice. Luckily i got lots mice at 

my last pick up!  

 

Comment:  
u love wildlife u have any pets at home?  

 

Amber@WCV:  
Yes I have 2 dogs named Ted and Jessie  

 

Comment:  
For Amber - Noting your work with non-human primates, would you classify that experience as 

a highlight of your career?  
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Amber@WCV:  
haha not exactly. Monkeys are very unpredictable!  

 

Comment:  
Hi Amber, I love the picture of you with those 3 very hungry baby birds, what type of birds are 

they? Did you deal with any bear or wolves when you were in MN?  

 

 
 

Amber@WCV:  
Those are young brown thrashers! I was very excited to get them because i haven't seen them in 

rehab before. No in MN i mostly worked with waterfowl and songbirds. Sometimes 

bunnies and squirrels too  

 

Comment:  
What about killdeer do you find challenging? I saw my first one this past summer in a cemetary!  

 

Comment:  
Why are killdeer a challenge?  

 

Amber@WCV:  
They are very fragile babies  

 

Comment:  
Question for Amber: now that I'm retired, I would like to volunteer at our local rehabbers. What 

type of classes will I need to take?  

 

Amber@WCV:  
Depending on the organization or rehabber you may not need to take any classes, just start 

volunteering. If you were interested in taking it a step further we offer intro to wildlife 

http://www.coveritlive.com/
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rehab classes to see if it’s something you'd like to do. Then you would want to find a 

sponsor  

 

Comment:  
Amber, which "food celebration" day at WCV is your fav (seems like there are so many to 

choose from) and what is your fav food?  

 

Amber@WCV:  

Salsa day!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Mmmmm, that's a good day ...  

 

Comment:  
Amber, you have been featured in WCV videos with many feisty patients, people love to watch 

you doing what you love. It is so cool to be a wildlife rehabilitator; we all wish you a 

great year ahead!  

 

Comment:  
Hi Amber thanks for taking time out of your day for us....I loved your end of year story of the 

owl...it was so pretty.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yes, did everyone see the video of Amber exercising screech-owls?  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wLT1RpREpBA&list=UUsw0UspRWW81MXv5AahViGA

&index=18  

 

 

Comment:  
I don't have a question...I just want to thank you for all that you do for wildlife!  

 

Comment:  
Oh good choice Amber!  

 

Comment:  
I should follow up: what live prey does a bobcat get? Can't be in a bin, right?  

 

Comment:  
How is the bobcat doing? Is he difficult to care for? What and how is he fed?  

 

Amber@WCV:  
I think the bobcat is doing very well! Now that he is in a larger cage he is much easier to care 

for. For food we generally give him something like a rat or a quail (he is a small cat) and 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wLT1RpREpBA&list=UUsw0UspRWW81MXv5AahViGA&index=18%20
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wLT1RpREpBA&list=UUsw0UspRWW81MXv5AahViGA&index=18%20
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for live prey school since he is still very small we are testing him with mice. He is doing 

very well!  

 

Comment:  
Amber I was wondering I really am amazed by the natural environments that are created for 

patients, do you assist with that? If so do you find it difficult?  

 

Amber@WCV:  
I think it’s definitely a team effort! It gives us a chance to have the students think about the 

species and what they need. I enjoy it, because it gives us a bit of a challenge and its 

better for the patients  

 

Comment:  
OOOOOh, Amber, our 19 special needs kids just watched the exercising screech owls video! 

They think you deserve several mousies for that task [ they are still processing that 

caregivers at WCV do NOT normally eat as treats the delicacies provided the patients! ]  

 

Comment:  
Thank you for being with us this afternoon and for giving us a peek at what you do at the Center! 

It's a pleasure to "meet" you! Thanks for all you do!!!  

 

Comment:  
Do you get red staff animals often? Do you have any at the center now?  

 

Comment:  
I think GN was a Red Staff animal...hahaha  

 

Amber@WCV:  
I think it depends on the season. Ones that are always considered red staff are the high risk rabies 

species such as bats, foxes, groundhogs, skunks, and raccoons. After 10 days if all is 

normal trained and vaccinated people can start caring for them as well. Some education 

animals are considered red staff as well  

 

Comment:  
Were u hare when the rock stars came?  

 

Amber@WCV:  
Unfortunately no I didn't join the staff until October of 2011  

 

Comment:  
r the shots pain ful u have to get???  

 

Amber@WCV:  
i think a lot of people react differently to the shots. Its a series of three and the first one made me 

a little nauseous but otherwise they weren't too bad  
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Comment:  
What's your favorite part of you job, Amber?  

 

Amber@WCV:  
just getting to work with a great variety of animals keeps work interesting and challenging since 

I never know what or how many of what are going to come in. I get a lot of unique 

experiences here. Releasing animals you have cared for is excellent  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVYxI6w0NJg&feature=share&list=UUsw0UspRWW81M

Xv5AahViGA  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Well gang, I think we're about at the end of our questions! Well ... except for "the" question ... :)  

 

Comment:  
Okay, I'll be the first to ask, Amber, can you tell us your birthday and what size shoe you wear? 

:-)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Amber is one of the tiny people.  

 

Amber@WCV:  
My birthday is May 9th and shoe size is 7.5  

 

Comment:  
Amber, you worked with NX on her return visit? How was that?  

 

Amber@WCV:  
ahh a good example of a challenging patient. She was very "diva" like  

 

Comment:  
Thanks for spending time with us today, Amber! ......do they make Kildeer slippers...?!?!?! lol  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
She didn't really give you guys much of an idea for a species to go with, did she? Amber likes a 

bit of everything!  

 

Comment:  
COL.  

 

Comment:  
Thanks so much for taking time out of your day to be with us. It was so nice to meet you here.  

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVYxI6w0NJg&feature=share&list=UUsw0UspRWW81MXv5AahViGA%20
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVYxI6w0NJg&feature=share&list=UUsw0UspRWW81MXv5AahViGA%20
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Comment:  
Amber, Thank you for being here with us today, and come back soon.  

 

Comment:  
Thank you Amber.  

 

Amber@WCV:  
Thanks for all the great questions! have a great day!  

 

Comment:  
I just wanted to thank you for all you do-sounds like a very interesting job  

 

Comment:  
Oh, very interesting major!  

 

Comment:  
Thank you!  

 

Comment:  
Thanks Amber!!  

 

Comment:  
Thank you for being here with us today Amber.  

 

  


